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Normative vs. Interactive Measurement Models in Personality Studies 

 In the quest to satisfy humanity’s curiosity about itself, psychologists examine not only 

observable behaviors that may provide insight into persons, but also certain intrinsic traits of 

personality, considered the wellsprings of these behaviors. When Wilhelm Wundt established his 

psychological laboratory in 1879 and began his search for the allen gemiene—that which is 

common to all—amid data from psycho-sensory experiments (Lamiell, 2006), he expressed no 

desire to study phenomena not common to all. However, his contemporaries felt that a study of 

individual differences should be concurrent with this study of commonalities, and a measurement 

model based on the logic of these differences quickly became the vessel to take psychology on 

the journey toward personality discovery. The discipline has remained largely loyal to the 

individual differences model, yet the body of work on personality psychology reveals a long 

history of disappointingly low behavior-trait correlations, leading to skepticism about everything 

from data collection methods to the existence of a measurable personality itself (Lamiell, 1987).  

A strong undercurrent of critique of the time-honored individual-differences statistical 

model exists in the evaluation of personality psychology, although the critique has by no means 

been widely accepted in the psychological community. Statistical tests have long been designed 

to conform to the logic of individual differences. Otherwise known as the normative model 

(since it uses population norms as its basis for analysis), the individual-differences model of 

personality assessment presupposes that “a particular trait dimension or set of trait dimensions is 

universally applicable to all persons and that individual differences are to be identified with 

different locations on those dimensions” (Bem & Allen, 1974). One standardized instrument, the 

NEO Personality Inventory, works on just that supposition. The test consists of questions 

targeted at exposing the Big Five personality traits—neuroticism, extraversion, openness, 
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agreeableness and conscientiousness—which have allegedly been established as universal. A 

normative calculation of respondents’ ratings provides a raw score of each trait for the 

individuals, relative to others’ scores in the population. Creating a standard scale upon which all 

individuals are placed relative to each another, however, leaves little room for individuality or an 

alternative way of thinking about personality. As Willem Hofstee explains in his article on 

personality definitions, personality should be “reflective of the average person’s implicit ideas”, 

yet “the designs for data gathering and processing are such that idiosyncracies are filtered out” 

(1994, p. 152, emphasis added). It was Gordon Allport whose respect for such idiosyncracies, or 

individualities, first led to serious challenges of the normative model. 

In his criticism of psychology’s marriage to what he called the common trait approach 

(1937), Allport questioned many aspects of the normative statistical model, from the belief that 

the pre-determined set of traits used to construct personality profiles could be universally 

applied, to the belief that a comparison of individuals with other individuals—yielding aggregate 

statistics about the sample group—could still reveal truths of individual personalities (Allport, 

1937). He rejected sole reliance on the normative model as a comprehensive instrument of 

personality assessment and instead urged researchers to supplement this model with an 

idiographic model, which would seek out individual uniqueness in personality. He declared that 

it was neither in the extremes of common trait psychology nor in strictly individualistic 

biography, but “between the levels of specific habit and complete unity that common sense 

locates the natural foci of personality. It is there that psychologists should search” for a complete 

understanding of personality (Allport, 1937, p. 286).  

Allport found value in the idiographic model’s sensitivity to individual, varied 

personality traits, including but also exceeding the limited list studied with the normative model. 
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He proposed that there was no set list of attributes found universally in every single person, and 

that traditional personality studies overlooked many traits—traits perhaps unique to just a single 

individual but nonetheless central to a personality profile of that individual (Lamiell, 1987). The 

normative catalog of personality traits, measured through observed or self-reported behaviors of 

individuals and placed on a scale from low to high levels (relative to population means), cannot 

provide a complete portrayal of personality. Allport further described that some traits, viewed by 

investigators as integral to all personalities, were not considered very representative of an 

individual’s personality, in the personal opinion of that individual. If, as the individual himself 

views it, the trait in question is not an integral component of his specific personality, it becomes 

easy to see how investigators using the normative approach may be off the mark when predicting 

an individual’s responses to personality self-assessment. 

Only the investigator’s interpretation of a subject’s behavior held any weight in 

personality assessment before the 1937 publishing of Personality: A Psychological 

Interpretation. Allport set the stage for viewing the individual subject’s conception of his/her 

traits as more important than the investigator’s externally imposed interpretation in discovering 

personality. He boldly proposed just how inaccurate personality psychologists might be in 

characterizing individuals by shedding light on this discrepancy between the researcher’s and the 

individual’s conceptions of personality. He used as an example Hartshorne & May’s studies of 

cross-situational personality consistency among nursery school children (1928), in which the 

study obtained a typical but nonetheless disappointing +.132 correlation between the behaviors 

of lying and stealing—behaviors that according to normative classifications are both indicative 

of the (dis)honesty trait (Allport 1937). If honesty/dishonesty is a stable personality 
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characteristic, and if lying and stealing behaviors both reveal the strength of this characteristic, 

then the behaviors should correlate. Why did the logic of normative research fail in this case? 

Allport diagnosed the reason for this low correlation, demonstrating that the behavioral 

“indicators” of dishonesty failed to correlate not because lying and stealing behaviors revealed 

nothing at all about the children’s personalities. Indeed, he acknowledged that “stealing pennies 

may, in each child’s life, be an integral part of some trait” (1937, p. 251). The problem was that 

Hartshorne & May remained too attached to traditional categorizations to consider that the 

behavior might expose a different personality trait in each child. For instance, one child may 

have stolen the pennies in order to fit in with his classmates, revealing a trait that Allport deemed 

social inferiority, while another child stole because his interest in tools (another trait) drove him 

to buy them when he didn’t have money to do so. Meanwhile, a third child’s bravado likely led 

him to believe that stealing pennies was a bold and admirable act (1937). The children 

themselves likely never considered their actions dishonest. Rather, their understandings of the 

actions were bound up in the context of their judgment processes, or the reasons that Allport 

discussed for why they were stealing. The normative model does not account for these judgment 

processes. 

Two things historically taken for granted within the normative approach now seem 

questionable to uphold: the insistence that a behavior stands for one and only one personality 

trait, and, more fundamentally, the practice of putting individual subjects in direct comparison 

with each other on a normative rating scale. As James Lamiell (1987) explains: 

…[W]hile the critical assertions of personality theory—any personality theory—concern the 
behavior or psychological functioning of individuals, individual differences research quite 
literally focuses attention on the spaces between individuals, and there is simply no logically 
valid way in which to claim knowledge about the former on the basis of evidence concerning the 
latter. (6) 
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The goal of personality psychology, according to Allport and reconfirmed by Lamiell, is 

to understand the individual and create laws of individual processes, not to compare individuals. 

While normative research can measure where and how much individuals vary on a trait, it can 

only provide variables that represent individual differences, or the “spaces between” of which 

Lamiell speaks. Allport’s analysis of the Hartshorne & May studies, and in fact his whole book, 

stresses the importance of achieving personality characterizations without relying on comparison 

with others, in other words making personality psychology “person centered rather than variable 

centered” (Bem, 1978, p. 327). Of course, there is the fear that the scientific integrity of 

personality psychology may be compromised if inter-subject comparison is eliminated: 

“Idiography is an antiscience point of view: it discourages the search for general laws and 

instead encourages the description of particular phenomena” (Nunnally, 1967, p. 472, as quoted 

in Lamiell, 1981, p. 285). Yet Allport stressed that traits are inherently individual, and not 

applicable to groups, and that “it is always precarious to measure common traits on the 

assumption that they are direct measurements of personal dispositions” (1937, p. 300). Statistical 

details of the common trait method’s shortcomings, specifically with regard to correlation 

coefficients, will be discussed later in the paper. 

Allport’s push for idiographic measurement met with crippling condemnation in his time, 

and still faces criticism, seemingly because old habits die hard. Many psychologists share a 

belief that “any description of person…implies comparison with other people, even if this 

comparison is only in the memory of the one doing the analysis” (Cloninger, 1996, p. 5, as 

quoted in Lamiell, in press, p. 4). Allport’s influence, however, did not disappear altogether. 

Bem & Allen (1974) were motivated by their predecessor to find a better way of profiling 
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individual personalities, first acknowledging the conflict between the uniqueness of individuals 

and the expectations placed on the discipline to find universal laws about personality:  

Consider…the researcher who wishes to study, say, need for achievement in a particular 
setting in a particular population…he is simply not interested in studying a different set 
of personality variables in each individual…The dilemma is real…one simply cannot, in 
principle, ever do any better than predicting some of the people some of the time. It is an 
idiographic fact of life. (Bem & Allen, 1974, p. 511) 
 

 Yet this concession did not dissuade the researchers from attempting to improve the 

experimental model’s power to predict people’s behavior. Their first attempt entailed figuring 

out which individuals in a study were “consistent” on a target trait, by asking them to rate their 

level of a trait and how much they believed they varied on that trait across situations (Bem & 

Allen, 1974). They interpreted that those individuals who rated themselves as both having a high 

level of the trait and a low amount of variability (high consistency) saw the trait as a relevant and 

integral part of their personalities. These participants were then included in the study of the 

specific trait. Subsequent results showed higher correlations between scores on the Eysenck 

Personality Inventory and self-ratings for those proclaiming low variability (high consistency). 

For instance, friendliness ratings correlated .77 for low variability and only .65 for high 

variability (t= 3.96, p< .01). Yet once Bem & Allen limited their study to individuals who judged 

the trait to be a strong and stable part of their personalities, they still sought out normatively-

derived correlations. By restricting themselves to the same old individual differences variables, 

the researchers actually failed in their quest to predict the behavior of more people more of the 

time. Their higher correlations in fact did not reveal the predictability of any individual’s 

behavior at any time. 

Epstein (1979) saw the dilemma of low correlations as stemming from a sampling 

problem due to measurement error, and he tried to introduce stability coefficients in order to 

make the normative model more statistically accurate. He had his sample of individuals assess 
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themselves on feelings and behaviors experienced each day for a month and then averaged the 

odd-day scores and even-day scores. Comparing the aggregate odd-day scores with the aggregate 

even-day scores resulted in much stronger correlations than comparisons between any two 

single-day scores. Epstein interpreted these results as revealing a broader consistency of 

personality and behavior that sustained across daily fluctuations. It seemed to him that 

researchers could discover individual personality if they put their participants through enough 

assessment trials, but he too failed to see the problem with using group statistics to describe an 

individual. 

 The accepted definition of personality is a “consistency in the behavior of individuals 

over time and across situations” (Lamiell, 1987, xi). While the bulk of research has concerned 

itself with the term “consistency” in this definition, the current study finds the term “individual” 

more central to the spirit of personality research, and a more fruitful avenue to explore in solving 

the problem of low correlations. The term individual differences (normative) research suggests a 

study of uniqueness within individuals. Yet the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients 

(r), calculated on the basis of normative measurements, actually display the amount of variance 

between two variables while not providing any information about the (in)consistency of any 

individual considered as an individual. Therein lies the crux of the problem: the data collected 

from a normative assessment is calculated to produce numbers that represent the amount of 

difference between individual profiles, which is not at all the same as data about the individuals. 

How can an individual personality psychology thrive without the ability to truly discover what it 

claims to discover?  

Ascribing what happens at the group level to what happens at the individual level, 

especially when aggregate statistics seem to provide strong support for one’s hypothesis, can be 
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a tempting psychological tendency. Only if a correlation is perfect, in other words a +/- 1.00 

correlation, can the aggregate statistic also reveal what has transpired at the level of an individual 

within that population sample. This type of outcome in a personality study would tell researchers 

that each and every participant maintained the exact same standard score across trials or 

occasions. This of course is a very idealized example. It would be foolish, however, to make a 

general rule about individuals on personality characteristics A, B and C based on any correlation 

coefficients other than +/- 1.00, because the coefficients are actually means. Instead of providing 

knowledge about all persons in general, personality investigators married to the normative 

approach invest time, effort and money into studies that provide general predictions about no 

persons at all.   

As Hall and Lindzey admit, and the above inspection of the individual differences model 

suggests, “[no] substantive definition of personality can be applied with any generality” (1957, 

as quoted in Lamiell, 1987, p. 5). The generalizations provided by individual differences 

research that provide no insight into any individual need to be pushed aside to make room for 

more individualized, and thus more telling, psychological discoveries about personality. Steps 

have been taken to predict people’s behavior without the inter-personal comparisons of 

normative measurement, and researchers (Lamiell & Trierweiler, 1980; Lamiell & Durbeck, 

1987; Lamiell, Foss, Larsen, & Hempel, 1983; Weigert, 2000) have found that, even without 

these comparisons, they can “detect temporal and transsituational consistencies within persons, 

that is, at the level of the individual” (Lamiell, 1981, p. 280). This alternative to normative 

measurement, harking back to Allport’s reform movement, is called the interactive model. 

While in normative measurement, a raw score on any given trait dimension can only 

possess meaning in contrast to others’ scores, interactive measurement remains truly individual 
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by keeping all comparisons within the individual. It nestles individual raw scores within the 

context of the most extreme possible alternative scores for that individual, scores that essentially 

represent who the individual is not but might otherwise be said to be within the constraints 

imposed by the instrument used to generate the raw scores (Lamiell, 1981; 1987). In a self-rating 

inventory such as the NEO Personality Inventory (Costa & McCrae, 1992), individuals answer 

48 items on each of the Big Five traits, rating their level of agreement with the statements, and 

scores derived from these answers are used as part of the basis for determining the levels of the 

trait in the individuals. The Five Factor Inventory (FFI), a condensed form of the NEO 

Personality Inventory, is a standardized instrument of traditional normative measurement 

procedures for deriving trait measures, but there is nothing to prevent the application of 

interactive measurement operations to the assessments yielded by that instrument. For example, 

the individual’s raw score for neuroticism is compared to a score of 0 (the lowest possible 

alternative on a particular dimension given the constraints imposed by the design of the 

instrument) and, at the other extreme, a score of 192 (the highest possible alternative given the 

design constraints). Since the interpretation of his individual neuroticism score is generated from 

other possible scores he did not get, rather than on other scores actually obtained by other 

individuals, there is no need to look to comparison with others for an understanding of an 

individual personality profile.  

The current study strives to build upon earlier work with the interactive model and prove 

that researchers can derive sense and meaning from people’s scores on personality inventories 

outside the realm of conventional normative measurement procedures. If interactive 

measurement really is more attuned to individual trait potentialities and can avoid misleading 

aggregate statistics, then this method of personality research should have more power to predict 
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individuals’ subjective self-ratings than the normative model. By using a standardized 

(normative) personality assessment instrument to gather self-ratings and ratings by a close other, 

and then calculating the raw scores on the basis of both normative and interactive measurements, 

the investigators can discover which measurement model corresponds more closely to the 

subjective trait ratings. 

Participants in the study must not only complete the FFI but must also place a slash (or 

thumbnail rating) along an open-ended scale, with 53 possible points of rating, for each of the 

Big Five traits. The thumbnail rating measurements allow for subjectivity, in that individuals are 

given only a very brief definition of the trait (see Methods section). The investigators 

hypothesize that there will be a closer degree of correspondence between FFI personality profiles 

and subjective thumbnail ratings when the FFI profiles are defined in terms of interactive 

measures than when those profiles are defined in terms of normative measures. Results of this 

nature will not only lend credibility to the interactive model but will also further support a 

cognitive, personal theory of personality self-assessment. More strength will subsequently be 

given to the movement away from strict individual-differences measurements and toward an 

individual-focused interactive model of personality psychology. 

 

Methods 

Participants 

 Participants were 30 individuals (15 females), recruited online as 15 couples by an email 

announcement from the Georgetown Research Volunteer Program (see Appendix A). Each 

individual accepted for the study had been in a relationship with his/her partner for a minimum 

of three years. 
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Materials  

 Each participant was provided via email with a consent form (see Appendix B) and four 

questionnaires: the 60-item FFI self-assessment (1st person) questionnaire (Appendix C), a 3rd 

person partner-assessment variation of the FFI in which every instance of “I” was replaced with 

“my partner”, the Big Five thumbnail self-rating survey (Appendix D), and a 3rd person variation 

of the Big Five survey where once again the first-person “I” was replaced with “my partner”. 

Each participant was provided with a self-addressed stamped envelope in which to return the 

signed consent form. Participants could also include their completed questionnaires in the return 

envelope if they did not wish to return the materials via email. After all materials were returned 

to the investigator, each participant received a $10 Borders Booksellers gift card. All email 

correspondence was deleted at the end of the data collection period. 

Design 

 It is important to note that this study is not correlational in the technical sense of the term. 

Rather, the data analysis always entails the comparison of a profile defined in terms of 

‘thumbnail’ ratings with each of two alternative profiles.  One of these latter two profiles is 

derived by applying normative measurement operations to FFI assessments, while the other is 

derived by applying interactive measurement operations to the same FFI assessments. The data 

points comprising the profiles are compared using quantitative indices of correspondence. 

Procedure 

 Participants enrolled in the Georgetown Research Volunteer Program (GRVP) were 

solicited via email recruitment announcement. GRVP sent names and email addresses of those 

interested in participating with their partners to the investigator, and she then established 

confidential email contact with the potential participants. The investigator sent the consent form 
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and questionnaires as email attachments. The participants filled out the materials and returned 

them either via email or pre-paid postal mail to the Georgetown University Department of 

Psychology. Once the investigator received complete sets of materials from both partners in each 

couple, she input the data into the Excel analysis program created to analyze the data both 

normatively and interactively. 

 

Results 

 Responses for participants’ levels of agreement with both first- and third-person Five 

Factor Inventory items were reported on a scale of scores from 0 (strongly disagree) to 4 

(strongly agree). Some responses were automatically reverse-scored within the analysis program 

to account for whether a score of 0 or 4, based on the wording of the question, signified high or 

low amounts of the trait being measured. Investigators coded females as 0 and males as 1. 

Subjective thumbnail ratings on each of the Big Five traits were calculated as decimals, the 

number corresponding to the location of the thumbnail rating on the scale divided by a total 53 

possible scale ratings. The two versions of both the FFI and the Big Five thumbnail rating 

allowed individuals to rate themselves and their partner. 

 Both the thumbnail ratings and FFI inventory assessments (“raw” scores) for each 

individual were entered into an Excel analysis program created specifically for this study, and 

three individual profiles were calculated. The program first totaled the scores of FFI items for 

each of the five personality dimensions, creating a cumulative raw score for the dimension. The 

z-score, or standard score, of each personality dimension was then calculated relying on 

published national norms (Costa and McCrae, 1992). The equation for calculating the z-score is 

z=  (s-m)/sd, where s is the raw score, m is the population mean, and sd is the population 
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standard deviation. Z-scores were then re-scaled onto a normative scale of 0-100, using the 

equation T= 10z + 50. These five T-scores comprise the individual’s 5-point normative 

personality profile. A second profile was then created, according to the logic of interactive 

measurements, using the equation I= (s-s1
min)/(s1

max-s1
min), where s is once again the raw score, 

s1
min is the lowest possible raw score value the individual could have cumulatively scored 

him/herself, and s1
max is the highest possible raw score. For the instrument used in this study (the 

FFI), the lowest possible score on a given dimension is 0, whereas the highest possible score is 

48. The 5 I-scores comprise the individual’s interactive profile. The third personality profile 

consists simply of the thumbnail self-ratings, expressed on a numerical scale of 0 – 100 so as to 

make them quantitatively comparable to the normative and interactive profiles.  

 Four dissimilarity indices were calculated for each individual, to assess the 

correspondence of subjective thumbnail ratings with both the normative (N) and interactive (I) 

profiles. They were 1) 1st person thumbnail ratings with 1st person FFI profiles, 2) 1st person 

thumbnail ratings with 3rd person FFI profiles, 3) 3rd person thumbnail ratings with 1st person FFI 

profiles, and 4) 3rd person thumbnail ratings with 3rd person FFI profiles. The Euclidean distance 

formula, D= {[1Σ5 (sr-m)2]/5}1/2 , indexed this dissimilarity, where sr is the thumbnail subjective 

rating for a given trait and m is the score obtained by the measurement model (normative or 

interactive) for that same trait. Naturally, this equation was run separately for normative and 

interactive measurement models, as a means of comparison. The lesser the dissimilarity of each 

analysis, the closer the profile corresponded with the thumbnail rating. 

 For the first analysis stated above, 24 individuals (80%) showed that the thumbnail 

ratings corresponded more highly with the interactive profile than with the normative profile. In 

both the second and third analyses, 25 individuals (83%) showed that their thumbnail ratings 
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corresponded more highly with the interactive profile. In the final analysis, 27 individuals (90%) 

showed higher correspondence of interactive than normative profile with thumbnail ratings (see 

Tables 1-15 for individual comparison breakdowns).    

A Chi-square test and a two-tailed, paired t-test were run, combining male and female 

comparison analyses of the same type for a total of four analyses per test. Chi-square and t-test 

values for the resulting four analyses are reported (see Table 16). As hypothesized, the 

interactive model provided a closer index of correspondence between subjective thumbnail 

profiles and profiles constructed from the FFI. 

 

 

Discussion 

 The interactive model was overwhelmingly more successful than the normative model at 

predicting how the study’s participants subjectively viewed their personalities, reinforcing the 

theory that discoveries can be made about individuals outside of the sphere of normative 

measurements. The fact that interactive measurements reveal quantitatively sound information 

about individuals provides hope that personality psychology may finally reach its full potential 

of indeed becoming a science of the individual. This study should be repeated with other 

personality inventories, so that participants can rate themselves on a larger array of traits than 

just the Big Five. Similar results obtained across a larger collection of personality traits would 

add support to the evidence of the interactive model’s predictive power. In discussing the study 

with other researchers, some expressed interest in the possible effect of gender upon profile 

correspondence, and further analysis of the collected data could also evaluate this effect. As 

explained in the Results section, there were four types of dissimilarity index comparisons. The 
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comparisons were separated according to whether males or females were being assessed, and this 

separation actually resulted in eight comparison analyses and eight dissimilarity values for each 

individual (see Tables 1-15). However, when the chi-square and paired t-tests were run, the 

researchers collapsed across gender and combined the eight gender-separated analyses into four 

gender-combined analyses (see Table 16). Comparing the data about (and obtained from) 

females with that about (and from) males could offer interesting insight into the results.  

One consequence of espousing the interactive model of personality studies is the shift in 

importance from investigators’ interpretations of individual behaviors to cognitive judgments 

made by the individual him/herself. Personality self-assessment, according to Hazel Markus 

(1983), first and foremost requires a person to draw on cognitive self-knowledge, a type of self-

concept constructed through an understanding, over time and experience, of his or her own 

strengths, weaknesses, proclivity, preferences, and so on. Markus explains that the “nature of 

self-knowledge is thus viewed as a critical—perhaps the critical—component of personality” 

(1983, as quoted in Lamiell, 1987, p. 178). The success of an interactive model may be due to its 

ability to penetrate the psychological process by which individuals formulate and express 

subjective judgments about their own and others’ personality characteristics, and the results of 

such studies are more successful in predicting people’s behavior because of the model’s 

sensitivity to the individual. 

One could argue that individuals construct these self-concepts out of observations of the 

target personality trait in various other persons and that the subsequent evaluation of oneself is 

based on comparison with these observed others. If so, these cognitive judgments would only 

lend further support to the individual-differences tradition by showing how even subjective 

mental processes conform to a normative schemata. Indeed, people see themselves as falling 
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somewhere on a pre-conceived scale of a trait due to their notions of the prototypical trait 

expression, or what the trait “looks like” personified. This prototype is “a mental average of 

previously encountered exemplars of the object/event being judged” (Rosch, as quoted in 

Lamiell, 1987, p. 182). Lamiell points out, however, that if recognition and evaluation of a trait 

in oneself depends upon having seen, recognized and evaluated that trait in an external other in 

the past, it would be impossible for an individual to make that very first recognition (1987). Just 

as the developing brain is not a tabula rasa, an intrinsic conception of a trait and how it is 

portrayed through behavior needs to exist within the minds of individuals even before an 

example presents itself in the external world. If not, the individual could never recognize the 

trait. Given this insight, personality characterization can once again be understood as occurring 

“within the minds or psyches of individuals, and not in the spaces between them” (Lamiell, 1987, 

p. 179).  

In this study, the interactive profiles’ correspondence with subjective ratings suggests that 

something about the logic of interactive measurement, specifically its freedom from the 

constraints of comparing individuals with others, meshes with the psychological judgment 

process that individuals go through when rating themselves on the thumbnail scales. If the 

measurement model is free from individual-differences considerations, and that model is 

compatible with the individual judgment process, then it makes sense to say that “lay persons 

both can, and with great regularity do, formulate and express subjective judgments of themselves 

and others on the basis of considerations that do not entail between-person (target) comparisons” 

(Lamiell, in press, p. 13). Perhaps with increased time and attention to individuals’ psychological 

judgment processes with regard to their own personal characteristics, researchers may be able to 

create an analysis program with the most beneficial balance of both normative and interactive 
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statistical elements, an idiothetic model of sorts (Lamiell 1981) that integrates both the discovery 

of individual uniquenesses and the ability to draw up universal laws based on trends in individual 

personalities. 
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Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.27 0.36 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.27 0.38 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.37 0.21 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.37 0.27 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.32 0.25 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.34 0.28 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.35 0.21 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs 0.34 0.19 
  

Table 1: Summary dissimilarity values for couple A on the eight comparison analyses, calculated 
according to the normative and interactive approaches. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 

M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.48 0.35 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.36 0.32 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.62 0.5 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.42 0.26 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.3 0.15 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.34 0.19 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs 0.43 0.32 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs 0.45 0.33 
  

Table 2: Summary values for couple B. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.25 0.27 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.3 0.32 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.35 0.18 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.35 0.18 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.37 0.23 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.33 0.2 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.48 0.35 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.44 0.32 
  

Table 3: Summary values for couple C. 
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Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.37 0.32 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.35 0.31 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.5 0.54 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.47 0.48 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.35 0.36 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.47 0.35 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.32 0.47 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.26 0.29 
  

Table 4: Summary values for couple D. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.32 0.26 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.29 0.26 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.4 0.29 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.32 0.21 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.37 0.35 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.37 0.24 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.25 0.2 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.3 0.19 
  

Table 5: Summary values for couple E. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.36 0.21 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.39 0.31 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.35 0.27 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.26 0.08 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.31 0.26 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.27 0.11 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.36 0.28 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.33 0.17 
  

Table 6: Summary values for couple F. 

 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
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M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.3 0.13 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.32 0.19 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.32 0.14 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.32 0.16 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.33 0.19 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.26 0.09 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.47 0.37 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.45 0.36 
  

Table 7: Summary values for couple G. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.23 0.29 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.35 0.48 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.32 0.22 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.25 0.23 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.35 0.25 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.39 0.21 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.36 0.31 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.39 0.24 
  

Table 8: Summary values for couple H. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.27 0.33 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.35 0.51 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.44 0.34 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.22 0.13 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.26 0.12 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.24 0.19 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.47 0.33 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.33 0.16 
  

Table 9: Summary values for couple I. 

 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.42 0.31 
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M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.35 0.3 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.53 0.41 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.38 0.19 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.49 0.34 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.5 0.38 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.56 0.51 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.43 0.34 
  

Table 10: Summary values for couple J. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.37 0.25 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.43 0.27 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.14 0.16 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.18 0.24 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.35 0.31 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.51 0.43 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.43 0.44 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.52 0.48 
  

Table 11: Summary values for couple K. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.36 0.33 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.19 0.29 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.6 0.5 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.32 0.2 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.22 0.1 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.44 0.24 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.15 0.19 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.3 0.1 
  

Table 12: Summary values for couple L. 

 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.37 0.26 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.47 0.4 
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F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.4 0.3 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.37 0.24 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.36 0.2 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.4 0.29 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.31 0.17 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.32 0.14 
  

Table 13: Summary values for couple M. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.37 0.29 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.4 0.32 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.3 0.24 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.35 0.3 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.28 0.2 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.28 0.22 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.42 0.31 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.36 0.23 
  

Table 14: Summary values for couple N. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Comparison FFI Normative FFI Interactive 
M Self thumbs with M self FFIs  0.3 0.2 
M Self thumbs with F partner 3rd FFIs  0.23 0.16 
F Partner third thumbs with M self FFIs  0.49 0.29 
F Partner third thumbs with F partner FFIs  0.36 0.16 
   
F Self thumbs with F self FFIs  0.37 0.25 
F Self thumbs with M partner 3rd FFIs  0.51 0.35 
M Partner third thumbs with F self FFIs  0.25 0.23 
M Partner third thumbs with M partner FFIs  0.32 0.24 
  

Table 15: Summary values for couple O. 
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Combined 
Profile 
Analysis 

N Closer 
Frequency 

I Closer 
Frequency 

χ2   p t-value p 

Self Thumbs 
with Self FFIs 

5 25 13.33 p< .05 4.06 p< .05 

Self Thumbs 
with Partner 3rd 
FFIs 

5 25 13.33 p< .05 3.25 p< .05 

Partner 3rd 
Thumbs with 
Self FFIs 

5 25 13.33 p< .05 4.12 p< .05 

Partner 3rd 
Thumbs with 
Partner 3rd FFIs 

3 27 19.2 p< .05 4.77 p< .05 

 

Table 16: Frequency of closer correspondence for normative (N) and interactive (I) 
measurements, along with chi-square and paired t-test values. 
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APPENDIX A: PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT ANNOUNCEMENT 
 
 

 
RESEARCH PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT ANNOUNCEMENT 

Study: Normative vs. Interactive Measurement Models in Personality Studies 
Principle Investigator: Ms. Lynsey Weston 

Co-Investigator: Professor James T. Lamiell 
 
A Georgetown University Professor of Psychology and his undergraduate Honors student are 
seeking couples that have been in a relationship of at least 3 years, willing to participate in a 
research project on perceptions of self and each other.  The project is the basis of the student’s 
Honors Thesis.  Research participants will be asked to make a series of ratings of their own and 
their partner’s personality characteristics, and will also be asked to complete two forms of a short 
(60-item) questionnaire that has been professionally developed for the purpose of measuring 
those same characteristics.  The time required to complete all rating forms and questionnaires 
should not exceed one hour.  All of the research materials will be made available to participants 
online.  Full confidentiality of all research materials is assured, and every participant will receive 
a report on the results of the study as soon as those results are available.  Each participant will 
also receive, as a token of gratitude, a $10 gift certificate redeemable at Border’s Books.  
Interested persons are asked to phone Ms. Lynsey Weston at 610-220-4447, or to e-mail her at 
lcw9@georgetown.edu. 

mailto:lcw9@georgetown.edu
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APPENDIX B: CONSENT FORM 
 

Consent Form: “Perceptions of Self and Others”  

 My name is Lynsey Weston. I am a psychology student at Georgetown University, working with 

a Psychology Professor on a research project for my honors thesis. You and your partner have 

volunteered to participate in a psychological study, which we call “Perceptions of Self and Others.” The 

purpose of the study is to better understand couples’ perceptions of themselves and of each other. No 

deception is involved in this experiment. You will be asked to make a series of ratings of your own and 

your partner’s personality characteristics, and will also be asked to complete two forms of a short (60-

item) questionnaire that has been professionally developed for the purpose of measuring those same 

characteristics. The time required to complete all rating forms and questionnaires should not exceed one 

hour. We foresee no risks or discomforts associated with filling out the questionnaires. 

 The results of this study will be presented in a published paper. Your name will not be used in the 

reporting of results. However, your responses and name will be coded for a possible follow-up study or 

reanalysis of the data. All personal data will be kept confidential. Any email correspondences you have 

had with me were deleted. 

 If you and your partner wish to withdraw from the study, you may do so at any time without 

penalty. Every participant will receive a report on the results of the study as soon as those results are 

available, as well as a $10 gift certificate redeemable at Border’s Books. If you have any questions please 

feel free to email me at lcw9@georgetown.edu or call me at 610-220-4447. Thank you. 

 

(Please Print): I, ______________________  __________________________, understand that                         

(First Name)   (Last Name) 

my participation in this study is voluntary and that I may refuse to participate or withdraw from the study 

at any time without penalty. 

 ___________________________________                         _____________ 

  Signature Participant     Date 

            ___________________________________      _____________ 

  Signature Experimenter     Date 

 

When you are finished, please print out this document and enclose in the pre-addressed return 
envelope sent to you, along with the four questionnaires. 

mailto:lcw9@georgetown.edu
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APPENDIX C: 1ST PERSON FIVE FACTOR INVENTORY QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Please read each of the following statements and decide whether you strongly disagree (SD), 
disagree (D), neither agree nor disagree (N), agree (A), or strongly agree (SA). Then move 
the cursor onto the line under your choice, and type an x into the space. 
*N.B.: if you fail to see dashed lines next to a certain statement, please double-click where  
the lines should be, and they will appear. 
 
When you are finished, please print out this document and enclose in the return envelope sent to 
you, along with the three other questionnaires and the informed consent document.  

 
SD D N A SA 

 
1.  I am not easily upset.     __         __          __           __            __ 
 
2.  I like to be around lots of people.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
3.  I don’t like to waste my time daydreaming.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
4.  I try to be friendly with everyone I meet.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
5.  I keep my belongings neat and orderly.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
6.  I often feel inferior.     __         __          __           __            __ 
 
7.  I laugh easily.      __         __          __           __            __ 
 
8.  I find philosophical discussions boring.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
9.  I often get into arguments with family members 
 and peers.      __         __          __           __            __ 
 
10.  I am good at managing my time so that I can 
 complete all of my tasks on schedule.  __         __          __           __            __ 
 
11.  When I’m under a lot of pressure, I sometimes 
 feel as if I am going to collapse.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
12.  I do not regard myself as particularly happy.  __         __          __           __            __ 
 
13.  I am inspired by art and nature.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
14.  Many people regard me as self-centered and 
 complacent.      __         __          __           __            __ 
 
15.  I am not a very well-organized person.   __         __          __           __            __ 
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16.  I rarely feel lonely or sad.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
17.  I really enjoy being with other people.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
18.  I think that it often only confuses and misleads 
 pupils when they listen to speakers who 
 take controversial positions.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
 
19.  I would rather collaborate with others than 
 compete against them.     __         __          __           __            __ 
 
20.  I try to complete conscientiously all tasks 
 given to me.      __         __          __           __            __ 
 
21.  I often feel tense and nervous.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
22.  I like to be the center of attention.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
23.  Poetry impresses me little or not at all.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 

 
 
SD D N A SA 

 
24.  I am generally cynical and skeptical about 
 the intentions of others.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
25.  I have clearly defined goals and work toward 
 them systematically.     __         __          __           __            __ 
 
26.  Sometimes I feel completely worthless.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
27.  I usually prefer to do things alone.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
28.  I often try new and strange dishes.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
29.  I believe that most people will use you if  __         __          __           __            __ 

you let them. 
 

30.  I usually procrastinate before I start on a task.  __         __          __           __            __ 
 
31.  I am rarely fearful or anxious.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
32.  I often have the feeling of bubbling over   __         __          __           __            __ 
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 with energy. 
 
33.  I rarely take notice of the moods or feelings that 
 different environments elicit.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
34.  I am liked by most people who meet me.  __         __          __           __            __ 
 
35.  I work hard to reach my goals.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
36.  I often resent the way other people treat me.  __         __          __           __            __ 
 
37.  I am a person who is generally cheerful   __         __          __           __            __ 
 and happy. 
 
38.  I believe that when it comes to ethical decisions 
 we need to pay attention to our religious  __         __          __           __            __ 
 leaders. 
 
39.  Many people regard me as cold and   __         __          __           __            __ 
 calculating.  
 
40.  When I make a commitment, others can depend 
 upon me to fulfill it.     __         __          __           __            __ 
 
41.  I am too often discouraged and want to give up 
 when things get difficult.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
42.  I am no cheerful optimist.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
43.  When reading a work of literature or regarding 
 a work of art, I sometimes experience 
 chills or a wave of excitement.    __         __          __           __            __ 
 
44.  With respect to my attitudes I am unemotional 
 and uncompromising.      __         __          __           __            __ 
 
45.  Sometimes I am not as reliable or dependable 
 as I should be.       __         __          __           __            __ 
 

 
 
SD D N A SA 

 
 
46.  I am rarely sad or depressed.     __         __          __           __            __ 
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47.  I lead a hectic life.      __         __          __           __            __ 
 
 
48.  I have little interest in speculating about the nature 
 of the universe or the state of humanity.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
 
49.  I always try to be sensitive and considerate.   __         __          __           __            __ 
 
50.  I am a hard-working person who always 
 completes my tasks.      __         __          __           __            __ 
 
 
51.  I often feel helpless and wish for someone to solve 
 my problems for me.       __         __          __           __            __ 
 
 
52.  I am a very active person.      __         __          __           __            __ 
 
 
53.  I am very curious.       __         __          __           __            __ 
  
 
54.  If I don’t like someone, I’m quite open about that. __         __          __           __            __ 
 
55.  I will never be able to get my life organized.     __         __          __           __            __ 
 
56.  I have sometimes been so embarrassed that I wanted 
 to hide.           __         __          __           __            __ 
 
57.  I’d rather go my own way than follow the trend.       __         __          __           __            __ 
 
58.  I often enjoy playing with theories or abstract ideas. __         __          __           __            __ 
 
59.  If necessary, I am prepared to manipulate people 
 in order to get what I want.           __         __          __           __            __ 
 
60.  I strive for perfection in everything I do.          __         __          __           __            __ 
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APPENDIX D: BIG FIVE SELF-RATING THUMBNAIL SURVEY 
 
 
NAME:___________________________________ 
GENDER:_____________________________ 
 
Please read the following information about the five personality dimensions below, and then 
follow the directions to complete the self-assessment. When you are finished, please print out 
this document and enclose in the return envelope sent to you, along with the three other 
questionnaires and the informed consent document. 
 
*N.B.: You do not need to fill in the Code Number at the top right-hand side of each page. This 
is for the researcher’s use only. 
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Code Number: ________ 
 
 

NEUROTICISM 
 

 A person HIGH on this dimension would be well described by such terms as worrying, 
insecure, and self-pitying. 
 
 A person LOW on this dimension would be well described by such terms as calm, secure, 
and self-satisfied. 
 
 
 How would you rate yourself on this dimension?  Please move cursor to the place on the 
line that best represents where you see yourself, and type a forward slash (/) at that point on the 
line. 
 
 
 

Low ________________________________________ High 
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Code Number: ________ 
 
 

EXTRAVERSION 
 

 A person HIGH on this dimension would be well described by such terms as sociable, 
fun-loving, and affectionate. 
 
 A person LOW on this dimension would be well described by such terms as retiring, 
sober, and reserved. 
 
 
 How would you rate yourself on this dimension?  Please move cursor to the place on the 
line that best represents where you see yourself, and type a forward slash (/) at that point on the 
line. 
 
 
 

Low ________________________________________ High 
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Code Number: ________ 

 
 

OPENNESS 
 

 A person HIGH on this dimension would be well described by such terms as imaginative, 
flexible, and preference for variety. 
 
 A person LOW on this dimension would be well described by such terms as down-to-
earth, conforming, and preference for routine. 
 
 
 How would you rate yourself on this dimension?  Please move cursor to the place on the 
line that best represents where you see yourself, and type a forward slash (/) at that point on the 
line. 
 
 
 

Low ________________________________________ High 
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Code Number: ________ 

 
 

AGREEABLENESS 
 

 A person HIGH on this dimension would be well described by such terms as   soft-
hearted, trusting, and helpful. 
 
 A person LOW on this dimension would be well described by such terms as ruthless, 
suspicious, and uncooperative. 
 
 
 How would you rate yourself on this dimension?  Please move cursor to the place on the 
line that best represents where you see yourself, and type a forward slash (/) at that point on the 
line. 
 
 
 

Low ________________________________________ High 
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Code Number: ________ 

 
 

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS 
 

 A person HIGH on this dimension would be well described by such terms as well-
organized, careful, and self-disciplined. 
 
 A person LOW on this dimension would be well described by such terms as 
disorganized, careless, and weak-willed. 
 
 
 How would you rate yourself on this dimension?  Please move cursor to the place on the 
line that best represents where you see yourself, and type a forward slash (/) at that point on the 
line. 
 
 
 

Low ________________________________________ High 
 

 
 


